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nau is a contemporary design brand, offering
furniture, lighting, and accessories by a collective of
Australia’s most curious and talented designers.

bower
by Adam Goodrum, 2016
The Bower collection is Adam Goodrum’s first collection for
the commercial market and includes a workpod, armchair,
meeting lounge and a range of adjustable acoustic screens.
With ‘Bower’ Goodrum breaks away from the rigidity often
associated with office and breakout furniture. Inspired by the
rambling-style nests created by the bowerbird, the ‘Bower’
range is open, organic and gentle, bringing a natural and calm
aesthetic to workplaces. The vertical woven elements of
Bower appear to be growing like vines. The architecture of this
design also controls acoustics as the undulating shapes catch
and absorb noise.

variations & dimensions

adam goodrum

bower armchair and lounge

A firm believer that every environment
is defined by the objects within it, Adam

Frame: Ash, Black Stained Ash, Oak, Walnut

Goodrum designs with the philosophy that

Vertical Uprights: Timber in Ash, Black Stained Ash, Oak,

an object must therefore justify its existence

Walnut or Aluminium in Polished, Graphite, Brass, Black, White

– through its story and detailing. For this

Upholstery in selected Mokum Textiles and Pelle leathers

reason, his designs celebrate process and

Acoustic Weave: INSTYLE ecoustic® felt selection or plywood

craftsmanship, and accentuate components

Dimensions:

and joinery to create functional pieces with

• armchair: 975W x 860D x 780H mm (low) / 1435H mm (high)

spirit and personality.

• lounge: 1950W x 860D x 780H mm (low) / 1435H mm (high)
Other: High Back Screen can be removed

In recent years, Goodrum’s work has
been awarded a host of design accolades

bower screen

including the NGV Rigg Prize, Vogue x Alessi
Design Prize, Indesign Luminary Award and

Frame: Ash, Black Stained Ash, Oak, Walnut

the Idea Awards Editor’s Medal. He has also

Vertical Uprights: Timber in Ash, Black Stained Ash, Oak,

been commissioned to design pieces for

Walnut or Aluminium in Polished, Graphite, Brass, Black, White
Acoustic Weave: INSTYLE ecoustic® felt selection or plywood
Dimensions:
• Arc: 1550W x 145D x 1435/1560/1685/1810H mm
• Hex: 1400W x 400D x 1435/1560/1685/1810H mm
• Straight: 1000/1380W x 1435/1560/1685/1810H mm
Bower Clip allows fast and intuitive on-site assembly
Standalone Straight Screens require wider steel feet
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